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Cod. Art. :
CP2000

Emergency trolley

The emergency trolley must support different equipments for any type of intervention. Our
typology, thanks to the versatility of accessories, proposes a good functional and aesthetical result.
All the accessories are easily attainable to reduce the manoeuvres and the times of intervention.
The trolley is endowed with 6 drawers with frontal part made of stratified laminate, containing small
basin ISO certified, divided by adjustable partitions, removable on a loom made of painted steel,
complete with emergency lock with seal to tear.
On one side there is a lateral folding shelf, on the other one adjustable and adaptable ring for all
the dimensions and forms of containers ALIBOX brings sharp-prickly, lateral support for accessories
complete with waste bin with knee opening capacity 8 liters and oxygen bottle holder.
Upper top realized of glazed stainless steel, thickness 1 mm, with rounded edges and complete of
pivot of lifting with function of firm rolls.
Back plate for accessories with shelf for monitor, cable carrier, container for probes totally made of
stainless steel AISI 304 with lateral slits and axle for cardiac massage made of stratified laminate
thickness 8 mm.
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Accessory:

P1Z5205-ABS THERMOSHAPED BASKET 40x60 / 60x40 H 5 cm ISO
format

P1Z5210-ABS THERMOSHAPED BASKET 40x60 / 60x40 H 10 cm - ISO
FORMAT

P1Z5220-THERMOSHAPED ABS BASKET H 20 cm 40x60 / 60x40 ISO
SIZE

P1Z4005-PARTITION FOR BASKETS/TRAYS - 40x5

P1Z4010-PARTITION FOR BASKETS/TRAYS - 40x10 H

P1Z6005-PARTITION FOR BASKETS/TRAYS - 60x5 H

P1Z6010-PARTITION FOR BASKETS/TRAYS - 60x10 H


